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ABSTRACT 
 
Recently, we have proposed an improved three-dimensional propagation model based on a beam tracing variant, which 
we term as ray-polygon tracing [7]. Unlike other models, it is efficient without imposing restrictions on object 
orientation. To validate the ability of the model to treat objects of arbitrary orientation, we collected some propagation 
measurements in a multi-floor stairwell. Staircase has slanting structures that are neither vertical nor horizontal. This 
paper presents the measurement results and shows that our model is able to track changes in the measured path loss over 
45 dB range. A location by location comparison between measured and simulated results shows a root-mean-square 
error of 3.4 dB. This demonstrates the capability of our model in handling structures that are neither vertical nor 
horizontal, in addition to its other advantages. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Radio propagation has been a major field of study for years. Following recent astonishing growth in wireless 
communications, it will continue to be one of the increasingly important subject. Radio channel modelling and 
measurements are among the major research activities. In modelling indoor and microcellular communication channels, 
the ray tracing technique is found promising [1,2]. Image-based [2,3] and shoot-and-bounce [1,4] ray tracing are two 
important classes of the technique. They differ mainly in the ray tracing kinematics. In general, the image-based 
technique is good in terms of kinematics error. The shoot-and-bounce ray (SBR) technique is more manageable for 
complex scenes, making it more practically viable. Several hybrid models have been introduced recently [5,6]. In the 
hybrid models, image-based and SBR technique complement each other. The SBR technique is used to efficiently 
generate images which are then used for electromagnetic field computation. The hybrid model variants generally differ 
in the choice of SBR technique. There are basically three types of SBR techniques: ray, tube and beam. Each has its 
strength and weaknesses.  
 
Recently, we have proposed an improved three-dimensional (3D) hybrid model based on a beam tracing variant [7]. It 
offers a number of advantages, namely efficient, without conventional reception sphere and ray separation issues, and 
able to handle structures of arbitrary orientation. It has been applied successfully to some published results of outdoor 
and indoor scenes. It also finds application in modelling anechoic chamber [8]. The model’s ability to treat polygonal 
objects with arbitrary orientation is evident conceptually. No special acceleration technique that restricts the object 
orientation has been employed. However, things can be different in actual implementation. So far, the test cases mainly 
consist of vertical walls and horizontal floors and ceilings. To further validate the model and its implementation in this 
respect, we collected some propagation measurements in a multi-floor stairwell. Staircase has slanting structures that 
are neither vertical nor horizontal. This paper presents the measurement results and shows that the model is able to track 
changes in the measured path loss over 45 dB range. The proposed model is briefly reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 
discusses the measurement setup. Section 4 compares the measurement and simulation results. Conclusions are given in 
Section 5. 
 
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 
Building structures and objects are modelled as polygonal slabs [6,9].  Generic plane polygons, which we term as ray-
polygons, are used to keep track of rays. A ray-polygon is projection of a polygonal beam of rays following the same 
propagation path on a view-plane. It takes different shapes on different view-planes. Shaded polygons in Fig. 1 are 
examples of ray-polygon. Each ray-polygon is associated to an image or transmitter. 
 



Ray-polygons are launched from the transmitter. They can be as large as required to take advantage of ray-coherence. 
To cover the entire 3D space, only several initial ray-polygons are required, e.g. faces of a triangular pyramid or a cube 
enclosing the transmitter, compare to tens of thousands in the case of ordinary ray or tube. Ray-polygons are placed in a 
last-in-first-out (LIFO) queue. LIFO queue allows ray-polygons to be removed when they are no longer in use. This 
significantly reduces the memory requirements. For each ray-polygon retrieved from the queue,  
1. Perform reception test on observation points or receivers that are nearer to the source than all modelled objects. The 

source can be a transmitter, a reflecting plane or a diffracting edge. Reception test is done by projecting receivers 
onto the view-plane containing the ray-polygon. The centre of projection is the image or transmitter whose 
illumination region is defined by the ray-polygon. Receivers whose projection reside within the ray-polygon is said 
to have received the ray beam. For every valid reception, perform backward tracing to determine the exact path 
information. Then, compute the respective electromagnetic field quantities (e.g. amplitude, phase, polarisation, etc.), 
based on geometrical optics and uniform theory of diffraction [10,11]. 

2. Project object nearest to the source onto the view-plane containing the ray-polygon. The centre of projection is the 
respective image or transmitter. 

3. Compute intersection and difference between the object projection and the active ray-polygon. This is done using 
an efficient generic polygon clipping library [12]. The difference (ray-polygon subtract projection) depicts the 
unobstructed area. Make it the new active polygon.  

4. Project the polygon intersection, if one exists, back onto the plane containing the object. The projection represents 
portion of the object illuminated by the ray beam. The object illumination gives rise to reflection and transmission 
(penetration). Create a reflection ray-polygon and a transmission ray-polygon that have the shape of the projection, 
and add them to the LIFO queue. A graphical illustration of step 2 to 4 is given in Fig. 2. 

5. Repeat step 1 to 5 for the remaining objects, until there is no remaining object or the active polygon becomes null 
(entirely obstructed). 

 
Sorting is an essential element of the above algorithms. It can be done efficiently with binary space partitioning (BSP). 
BSP is well known for its ability to efficiently sort objects by their visibility from an arbitrary viewpoint [13], an 
excellent match to the above sorting requirements. In our implementation, sorting is done implicitly and incrementally. 
A BSP tree is first constructed. Implicit and incremental sorting is achieved by traversing the BSP tree following certain 
rules. Incremental sorting is particularly useful for an indoor scene whereby ray-polygon tracing usually ends early due 
to total obstruction and sorting of the remaining objects is not necessary. Other than offering the sorting functionality, 
BSP also accelerates the tracing process through spatial coherence. This makes the above algorithms pretty efficient 
without imposing additional geometrical restrictions. Further details of the model and sorting algorithm are available in 
[7]. 
 
3. MEASUREMENT SETUP 
 
The measurements are collected using the swept frequency technique [14]. An HP8753D vector network analyser is 
used for this purpose. Amplifiers are included to compensate cable losses and to extend measurement dynamic range. 
The transmitting and receiving antennas are laboratory-constructed discone antennas [15]. Thru-calibration is carried 
out before each round of measurements. Measurements are conducted over the frequency range of 1.2 to 1.8 GHz. 
Power delay profiles are obtained from Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the frequency domain data. There are 
1601 frequency points per sweep. Thus, maximum measurable delay is 2.67 µs, more than enough for most indoor 
scenes. Each sweep took about 1s. An average of 10 sweeps is recorded.  
 
Fig. 3 and 4 show details of the multi-floor stairwell and its surroundings, where measurements are collected. Every 
floor has similar layout as shown in Fig. 3. The stairwell has an entrance on every floor. Opposite to the entrances is a 
full height concrete louver. The stairwell has a reinforced concrete staircase. There are about 10 steps for every one-half 
floor. Each step has depth and height of approximately 26 cm and 17 cm, respectively. There are also 0.91m (3 feet) 
high banisters which consist of wooden panels supported by vertical metal bars at an interval of about 50 cm. The 
stairwell is sandwiched in between two blocks of washrooms. Together they form a standalone structure connected to 
the main building through concrete walkways with parapets. Vertical walls are mainly plastered brick walls. 
 
Measurements are conducted after office hours when there are minimum personnel movements. The receiver is fixed at 
R1 (see Fig. 3 and 4), 2.12 m above the 3rd floor. The transmitter has height of 1.6m. It is placed at various locations 
along path T at an interval of about 30 cm.  
 



4. RESULTS 
 
The stairwell and its surroundings are modelled as a collection of polygonal slabs. Due to uncertainty in building 
materials composition, we estimate the dielectric constant and conductivity by comparing measured and simulated 
power delay profiles. Signal paths giving rise to obvious differences between measured and simulated profiles are 
studied. Material properties are adjusted to reduce the differences. The constraints are (1) materials of similar type are 
assigned the same properties and (2) property values must be within practical range. Table 1 shows effective dielectric 
constant, conductivity and thickness used to model the various structures.  
 

Table 1 Effective dielectric constant, conductivity and thickness of various modelled structures 
Structures Dielectric constant Conductivity (S/m) Thickness (mm) 

Staircase 9 0.10 250 
Plastered brick wall 9 0.05 150 or 250* 
Concrete louver 3 0.00 200 
Banister 1 1.00 30 
Wooden door 2 0.00 30 
* See Fig. 3 

 
Fig. 5 shows measured and simulated wideband path loss [1] variation over 76 locations along path T. Signal strength 
decreases by about 15 dB when the transmitter makes corner turns at intermediate staircase landings next to the 
concrete louver (e.g. location 13 to 23, 53 to 56). This is similar to corner attenuation reported for city streets [16]. The 
attenuation reflects lost of dominant signal paths that exist prior to the turns. However, the attenuation is not observed 
when corner turns occur on landings next to the entrances. This is because some dominant signals, e.g. that penetrate the 
landings, continue to exist before and after the turns. Simulation has correctly predicted the signal strength variations 
over 45 dB range. A location by location comparison shows a root-mean-square error of 3.4 dB. Seven levels of 
scattering are simulated. No significant improvement is observed with more scattering levels. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
L-band propagation measurements collected in a multi-floor stairwell are presented. It is shown that simulation based 
on our ray-polygon tracing propagation model correctly predicted the signal strength variations over 45 dB range. A 
location by location comparison between measured and simulated results shows a root-mean-square error of 3.4 dB. 
This demonstrates the capability of our model in handling structures that are neither vertical nor horizontal, in addition 
to its other advantages. 
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 Fig. 1 Ray-Polygon Fig. 2 Simplified View of Ray-Polygon Tracing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 3 Plan View of the Stairwell Fig. 4 Side View of the Stairwell  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 Measured and Simulated Wideband Path Loss 
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